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Abstract: Using a panel of genes stimulated by oil exposure in a laboratory study, we evaluated gene
transcription in blood leukocytes sampled from sea otters captured from 2006–2012 in western Prince
William Sound (WPWS), Alaska, 17–23 years after the 1989 Exxon Valdez oil spill (EVOS). We compared
WPWS sea otters to reference populations (not affected by the EVOS) from the Alaska Peninsula (2009),
Katmai National Park and Preserve (2009), Clam Lagoon at Adak Island (2012), Kodiak Island (2005)
and captive sea otters in aquaria. Statistically, sea otter gene transcript profiles separated into three
distinct clusters: Cluster 1, Kodiak and WPWS 2006–2008 (higher relative transcription); Cluster 2,
Clam Lagoon and WPWS 2010–2012 (lower relative transcription); and Cluster 3, Alaska Peninsula,
Katmai and captive sea otters (intermediate relative transcription). The lower transcription of the
aryl hydrocarbon receptor (AHR), an established biomarker for hydrocarbon exposure, in WPWS
2010–2012 compared to earlier samples from WPWS is consistent with declining hydrocarbon
exposure, but the pattern of overall low levels of transcription seen in WPWS 2010–2012 could
be related to other factors, such as food limitation, pathogens or injury, and may indicate an inability
to mount effective responses to stressors. Decreased transcriptional response across the entire gene
panel precludes the evaluation of whether or not individual sea otters show signs of exposure to
lingering oil. However, related studies on sea otter demographics indicate that by 2012, the sea otter
population in WPWS had recovered, which indicates diminishing oil exposure.
Keywords: gene transcription; Exxon Valdez oil spill; sea otter; Enhydra lutris; oil exposure; Prince
William Sound; recovery

1. Introduction
The effects of the 1989 Exxon Valdez oil spill (EVOS) on nearshore marine vertebrates in Prince
William Sound, Alaska, including the sea otter (Enhydra lutris), have continued for more than two
decades [1–9]. A series of long-term studies demonstrated a lack of recovery of sea otters through at
least 2009 [1,4,6–9], based on reduced rates of survival and exposure to residual oil in western Prince
William Sound (WPWS), although the importance of continuing exposure as a factor constraining sea
otter recovery has been debated [10–12]. To evaluate population health and recovery of sea otters and
other species potentially affected by the spill, the Exxon Valdez Oil Spill Trustee Council established
physiologic (based on biomarkers indicating exposure to aromatic hydrocarbons) and demographic
(based on a return to expected abundance or reproduction/survival rates) criteria.
We used molecular gene transcription to examine the physiological status of sea otters in oiled
areas of WPWS, the geographic region most severely affected by the oil spill. Exposure to petroleum
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2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Sea Otter Samples
Free-ranging sea otters were sampled from five locations: (1) WPWS in 2006, 2007 and 2008
(n = 80) and in 2010 and 2012 (n = 88); (2) the Alaska Peninsula (AP) in 2009 (n = 25); (3) Katmai
(KAT) in 2009 (n = 30); (4) Kodiak (KOD) in 2005 (n = 25); and (5) Clam Lagoon (CL) at Adak Island
in 2012 (n = 24). Wild sea otters were captured, anesthetized with fentanyl citrate and midazolam
hydrochloride [17] and blood drawn by jugular venipuncture within 1–2 hours of the initial capture.
Capture methods are presented in detail in Miles et al. (2012) [6] and Bodkin et al. (2012) [7].
Blood samples from 17 captive reference sea otters were obtained from the Monterey Bay
Aquarium (n = 9) (Monterey, CA), Shedd Aquarium (n = 4) (Chicago, IL), Oregon Coast Aquarium
(n = 2) (Newport, OR) and the Vancouver Aquarium (n = 2) (Vancouver, BC) in 2008, 2009 and 2010 [5].
These animals were identified as clinically normal by staff veterinarians at these aquaria at the time of
blood collection.
2.2. Blood and RNA Processing
A 2.5-mL sample from each sea otter was drawn directly into a PAXgene™ blood RNA collection
tube (PreAnalytiX© , Hombrechtikon, Switzerland) from either the jugular or popliteal vein and then
frozen at ´20 ˝ C until extraction of RNA [5]. The PAXgene tube contains RNA-stabilizing reagents
that protect RNA molecules from degradation by RNases and prevent further induction of gene
transcription. Without stabilization, copy numbers of individual mRNA species in whole blood can
change many-fold during storage and transport. The RNA from blood in PAXgene tubes was isolated
according to the manufacturer’s standard protocols [18]. All RNA was checked for quality by running
on both an agarose gel and on a NanoDrop 2000 (Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc., Wilmington, DE, USA),
achieving A260/A280 ratios of approximately 2.0 and A260/A230 ratios of less than 1.0. A standard
cDNA synthesis was performed on 1 µg of RNA template from each animal (QuantiTect® Reverse
Transcription Kit, Qiagen, Valencia, CA, USA) [18]. Quantitative real-time polymerase chain reaction
(qPCR) systems for the individual, sea otter-specific reference or housekeeping gene (S9) and genes of
interest (Table 1) were run in separate wells [18]. Amplifications were conducted on a 7300 Real-time
Thermal Cycler (Applied Biosystems™, Foster City, CA, USA) with reaction conditions identical to
those in Bowen et al. (2007, 2012) [5,18] and Miles et al. (2012) [6].
Table 1. Documented function of 10 genes identified in free-ranging sea otters sampled at the Alaska
Peninsula, Katmai, Kodiak, Clam Lagoon, Prince William Sound 2006–2008, Prince William Sound
1010–2012 and in clinically normal captive sea otters. Amplification efficiencies of all primer pairs were
between 90% and 105%.
Gene

Gene Function

HDC

The HDCMB21P gene codes for a translationally-controlled tumor protein (TCTP)
implicated in cell growth, cell cycle progression, malignant transformation, tumor
progression and in the protection of cells against various stress conditions and
apoptosis [19–21]. Environmental triggers may be responsible for population-based
up-regulation of HDC. HDC transcription is known to increase with exposure to
carcinogenic compounds, such as polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons [18,22,23].

COX2

Cyclooxygenase-2 catalyzes the production of prostaglandins that are responsible for
promoting inflammation [24]. Cox2 is responsible for the conversion of arachidonic acid to
prostaglandin H2, a lipoprotein critical to the promotion of inflammation [25].
Upregulation of Cox2 is indicative of cellular or tissue damage and an associated
inflammatory response.

CYT

The complement cytolysis inhibitor protects against cell death [26]. Upregulation of CYT is
indicative of cell or tissue death.
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Table 1. Cont.
Gene

Gene Function

AHR

The aryl hydrocarbon receptor responds to classes of environmental toxicants, including
polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons, polyhalogenated hydrocarbons, dibenzofurans and
dioxin [27]. Depending on the ligand, AHR signaling can modulate T-regulatory (TREG )
(immune-suppressive) or T-helper type 17 (TH 17) (pro-inflammatory) immunologic
activity [28,29].

THRβ

The thyroid hormone receptor beta can be used as a mechanistically-based means of
characterizing the thyroid-toxic potential of complex contaminant mixtures [30]. Thus,
increases in THRβ transcription may indicate exposure to organic compounds, including
PCBs, and associated potential health effects, such as developmental abnormalities and
neurotoxicity [30,31].

HSP 70

The heat shock protein 70 is produced in response to thermal or other stress, including
hyperthermia, oxygen radicals, heavy metals and ethanol [32,33].

IL-18

Interleukin-18 is a pro-inflammatory cytokine [24]. IL-18 plays an important role in
inflammation and host defense against microbes [34].

IL-10

Interleukin-10 is an anti-inflammatory cytokine [24]. Levels of IL-10 have been correlated
with the relative health of free-ranging harbor porpoises, e.g., increased amounts of IL-10
correlated with chronic disease, whereas the cytokine was relatively reduced in apparently
fit animals experiencing acute disease [35]. Association of IL-10 transcription with chronic
disease has also been documented in humans [36].

DRB

A component of the major histocompatibility complex, the DRB class II gene is responsible
for the binding and presentation of processed antigen to TH lymphocytes, thereby
facilitating the initiation of an immune response [24,37]. Upregulation of MHC genes has
been positively correlated with parasite load [37], whereas downregulation of MHC has
been associated with contaminant exposure [38,39].

Mx1

The Mx1 gene responds to viral infection [40]. Vertebrates have an early strong innate
immune response against viral infection, characterized by the induction and secretion of
cytokines that mediate an antiviral state, leading to the upregulation of the MX-1 gene [41].

2.3. Targeted Genes
The 10 genes targeted in our study represent multiple physiological systems that play a role
in immuno-modulation, inflammation, cell protection, tumor suppression, cellular stress-response,
xenobiotic metabolizing enzymes and antioxidant enzymes. These genes can be modified by biological,
physical or anthropogenic impacts and consequently provide information on the general type of
stressors present in a given environment (Table 1). Note the inverse relationship in interpretation; i.e.,
that lower values in Table 2 correspond to higher transcription rates.
2.4. Statistical Analyses
We used nonparametric statistical analyses because the cycle threshold (CT ) measure of gene
transcription provided by qPCR may have a lognormal distribution [15]. We used conventional
nonparametric mean comparison tests (Kruskal–Wallis with Dunns’ multiple comparison; NCSS©
Statistical Software, 2007, Kaysville, UT, USA) to evaluate transcript values of each gene by classification
groups (7 groups, based on location, including captives as a reference “location” group, and including
2 temporal groups from WPWS). We conducted multivariate, nonparametric, multi-dimensional scaling
analysis (NMDS) in conjunction with cluster analysis for statistical and graphical representation of
individual sea otters clustered by similarity in transcription and not by pre-defined groups, such as
location [42]. Statistical comparisons of individuals grouped by clusters were made using SIMPROF,
which is a similarity profile permutation test for significance among a priori, unstructured clusters of
samples. We used ANOSIM, a nonparametric analogue to a 2-way ANOVA, to test for differences in
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gene transcription among years, between sexes and among three age groups, i.e., juvenile, adult and
aged adult [43]. Statistical significance was based on p-values ď0.05.
3. Results
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Table 2. Geometric mean (normalized to the S9 housekeeping gene in each animal) cycle threshold (CT ) transcription values (and 95% confidence intervals) for targeted
genes (see Table 1) in sea otters sampled at the Alaska Peninsula (AP), Katmai (KAT), Kodiak (KOD), Clam Lagoon (CL), Prince William Sound 2006–2008 (PWS1),
Prince William Sound 2010–2012 (PWS2) and clinically normal captive otters (CAP). Letter (a,b,c,d) differences denote significant differences among populations
(Kruskal–Wallis with Dunns’ multiple comparison); lack of a letter (a,b,c,d) denotes no significant difference from any other group. Note that the smaller the mean
value, the higher thelevel of transcription.
Gene

Group
HDC
ad

COX2
abcd

CYT

AHR
abe

THRβ

HSP70

a

ab

IL18
acde

IL10
a

DRB

MX1
10.99 ab
(9.95–12.15)

CAP

5.90
(5.02–6.94)

6.78
(6.02–7.64)

2.41
(1.91–3.04)

11.01
(10.56–11.48)

13.30
(12.49–14.56)

9.62
(8.74–10.59)

1.65
(1.05–2.60)

13.70
(13.01–14.44)

´0.33
(´0.86–0.21)

AP

6.26 a
(5.47–7.16)

6.60 abcd
(5.92–7.36)

1.90
(1.45–2.52)

10.67 ab
(9.94–11.46)

13.32 a
(12.19–14.56)

8.58 abd
(7.97–9.23)

1.68 acde
(1.30–2.17)

13.21 a
(12.21–14.30)

´0.91 a
12.61 a
(´1.57–´0.26) (11.42–13.93)

KAT

4.54 ab
(4.06–5.08)

7.68 bd
(7.10–8.30)

1.96
(1.54–2.50)

10.36 ab
(9.79–10.96)

12.53 a
(11.86–13.23)

8.26 abd
(7.56–9.04)

2.78 ce
(2.15–3.59)

13.45 a
(12.62–14.33)

´0.56 a
12.56 a
(´1.09–´0.03) (11.99–13.16)

KOD

´1.84 e
(´2.33–´1.35)

5.44 c
(4.79–6.16)

2.59
(2.04–3.28)

8.80 d
(8.09–9.57)

9.50 c
(8.62–10.46)

5.48 d
(4.86–6.18)

5.19 b
(4.61–5.85)

9.03 c
(8.26–9.87)

1.29
(0.78–2.13)

8.26 b
(7.64–8.92)

CL

10.30 c
(10.06–10.54)

9.45 e
(8.91–10.02)

1.53
(1.28–1.83)

12.78 c
(12.38–13.18)

16.85 b
(15.83–17.93)

14.07 c
(13.17–15.02)

2.49 acde
(2.06–3.01)

22.09 b
(20.85–23.40)

0.43 b
(0.22–0.84)

16.89 c
(15.36–18.57)

PWS1

4.01 bde
(2.89–5.57)

7.98 ad
(7.60–8.38)

1.88
(1.60–2.21)

10.17 abd
(9.75–10.62)

11.35 ac
(10.74–11.99)

9.76 ab
(9.17–10.39)

1.60 d
(1.24–2.07)

13.34 a
(12.77–13.94)

1.08 b
(0.80–1.44)

10.41 b
(10.05–10.78)

PWS2

8.94 c
(8.46–9.46)

9.30 e
(8.96–9.65)

1.62
(1.45–1.80)

12.07 c
(11.79–12.36)

16.09 b
(15.54–16.66)

13.62 c
(13.10–14.01)

2.38 e
(2.21–2.56)

20.28 b
(19.44–21.16)

´0.071
(´0.25–0.10)

14.95 c
(14.50–15.41)
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Overall, gene transcription (CT ) values differed among groups (Figure 3). The transcript profiles
from the AP, KAT and clinically normal captive groups were similar and differed from the other three
groups. Profiles of the PWS2 and CL groups were similar. In general, gene transcription patterns in
the PWS1 group of sea otters (captured 2006–2008) were indicative of molecular reactions to organic
exposure, tumor formation, inflammation and viral infection that may be consistent with chronic,
low-grade exposure to an organic substance (Tables 1 and 2). Although the KOD group overlapped
with PWS1 in the NMDS analysis (Figure 3), the transcription of seven genes was highly upregulated
(at least >2 CT values rounded) at KOD compared to PWS1 (Table 2). The PWS2 group (captured 2010
and 2012), in contrast, had a general pattern of lower transcription, with eight of the 10 genes showing
significant downregulation compared to PWS1. The PWS2 sea otters grouped statistically with the CL
sea otters (Figure 3).
Using Kruskal–Wallis, nine of the ten genes evaluated had significant differences between at least
two classification groups; only CYT did not differ among groups (Table 2). Geometric mean transcript
values were highest (i.e., lowest CT values) at KOD for seven of the nine genes showing significant
differences (HDC, COX2, AHR, THRβ, HSP70, IL10, MX1). Geometric mean transcript values for IL18
were highest in the PWS1, AP and CAP groups. The lowest geometric mean transcript values among
groups generally were found in CL and PWS2 sea otters for seven of the nine genes (HDC, COX2,
AHR, IL10, MX1 at CL and THRβ, HSP70 at PWS2). The lowest geometric mean transcript value for
IL18 was in the KOD group. The largest ranges of geometric means among groups (most variable
expression) were identified for HDC and IL10, while the smallest ranges occurred for DRB, IL18 and
CYT (with CYT showing no significant variation among any groups). Genes with larger ranges may be
subject to greater environmental variation in a particular system than genes with smaller ranges.
4. Discussion
The genes analyzed in our study can be grouped into functional categories that include
immuno-modulation, pathogen response, inflammation, cell signaling, xenobiotic metabolizing
enzymes and cellular stress response (see Table 1). Although transcription studies generally focus on
genes that are differentially transcribed among groups, genes that show no difference among groups
are also of importance. Of particular note in this study was the lack of statistical difference in gene
transcription between the AP and clinically normal captive sea otters (see Table 2 and Figure 3).
The interpretation of the high similarity of wild-captured sea otters to documented clinically
normal, healthy sea otters is that individuals in the AP subpopulation are healthy and are not subject
to substantial hydrocarbon exposure, disease or food limitation. Transcript patterns from the KAT
subpopulation of sea otters also were similar to those of the AP and captive populations (Figure 3).
These interpretations are further supported by population status and trajectory data, indicating that
both the KAT and AP populations of sea otters are below carrying capacity [44,45].
Two other groups with remarkably similar transcript patterns were CL and PWS2, both exhibiting
relatively low levels of transcription in most genes examined. Relatively low levels of select gene
transcripts have been described in mice experiencing a nutritional deficit [46]. Alternatively, low
transcription may be the result of unbalanced physiological resource allocation. For example, immune
defenses exist to impede infections, but other ecological demands (e.g., stressors related to nutrition,
weather and predation) can supersede this, causing immune defenses to be compromised [47].
This interpretation is consistent with data on rates of energy recovery of various sea otter populations,
indicating that food resources for sea otters at CL and in WPWS (2010, 2012) were limited, compared to
other reference groups sampled in this study ([46,48]). The population status of stable or near carrying
capacity for both CL and PWS2 [46,49] further supports the potential of limited nutritional resources
in these groups.
Distinct transcript patterns also existed among groups and reflect the influence of environmental
factors, potentially including food availability, contaminants, disease and predation. Within a group,
there will also be behavioral differences (e.g., foraging patterns, home range) among sea otters that
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may contribute to variation in gene transcripts. For example, Bodkin et al. (2012) demonstrated
marked differences among sea otters in the extent of intertidal foraging and, thus, potential exposure
to lingering oil. Consequently, we expect that some sea otters in WPWS may have minimal exposure to
lingering oil and transcript patterns that appear clinically normal. This is supported by some amount
of overlap in transcript profiles, as noted in Figure 3.
Interestingly, transcriptional differences of sea otters from KOD and PWS1 compared to the
other groups were evident, and transcription levels in sea otters from KOD, in particular, were high
in relation to those of other groups. The PWS1 and KOD groups appeared to have immunological
or physiological responses that indicated greater organic compound exposure relative to the other
populations examined, but their profile motifs differed, suggesting unique environmental stressors
at each site. Genomic profiling has successfully linked specific signatures to unique combinations
of chemical contaminants in other species [50–53]. In fact, the transcription profile of the KOD
otters is more consistent with that of a dioxin-induced profile, while the transcription profile
of PWS1 otters (in particular, those from the area that received the heaviest shoreline oiling in
1989) is more consistent with a polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon (PAH)-induced profile [27]. It is
noteworthy that AHR transcription was highest at KOD, followed by PWS1, although the latter
did not differ significantly from the other groups. Upregulation of AHR is indicative of current
exposure to classes of environmental toxicants, including PAHs, polyhalogenated hydrocarbons,
dibenzofurans and dioxin [28]. Chronic exposure to specific toxicants may not necessarily cause
a sustained increase in AHR transcription [6,15], but can be associated with potential downstream
consequences (e.g., modulation of T-regulatory (TREG ) (immune-suppressive) or T-helper type 17
(TH 17) (pro-inflammatory) immunologic activity [29,39]); however, T-regulatory cell activity was not
specifically analyzed in this study. The transcript profile in PWS1 sea otters appears consistent with
findings from Bodkin et al. (2012) [7] indicating that foraging sea otters in WPWS during that time
period were subject to ongoing, potentially intermittent, exposure to lingering oil in the environment.
Further, sea otters from the spill area in WPWS in 2008 demonstrated elevated transcription of several
genes, including HDC and THRβ, and downregulation of the DRB gene; a similar pattern for these
three genes was seen at KOD. Dong et al. (1997) [54] reported downregulation of DRB by a dioxin
compound, and both polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (constituents of crude oil) and dioxin-like
compounds have been implicated in physiologic detoxification responses.
In summary, gene transcript profiles suggest that in 2008, sea otters in WPWS were still subject to
lingering oil exposure. This finding was consistent with studies that quantified oil encounter rates by
foraging sea otters in WPWS ranging from 2–24 times per year and documented the presence of PAHs
in sea otter forage pits prior to 2009 [7]. Interpretation of the 2012 gene transcription profiles of WPWS
sea otters is complicated by general low levels of transcription. The low transcript levels seen in WPWS
(2010, 2012) and in CL sea otters could be consistent with an inability to mount effective responses to
pathogens, contaminants, injury or other stressors when compared to earlier time intervals or other
groups. In effect, the overall dampening of the molecular response precludes determination of whether
or not WPWS sea otters showed a continued response to lingering oil in 2010–2012.
However, several studies on sea otter demographics indicated that by 2012, the WPWS sea otter
population had returned to pre-spill conditions. While sea otter abundance at the scale of WPWS had
demonstrated modest increases since 1993, areas most severely impacted by oil-related mortality did
not return to pre-spill numbers until 2011 [8]. The numerical recovery of sea otters was supported by
improved survival of sea otters after 2009, with a return to rates observed prior to the spill [4,8,55].
The findings for sea otters related to diminished oil exposure and population recovery were consistent
with related findings for sea ducks. Prior to 2009, data indicated continued exposure to two species
of nearshore sea ducks, with diminished exposure to oil evident in Barrows goldeneye by 2010 [3]
and Harlequin ducks by 2013 [56]. An expanded study of the broader sea otter transcriptome would
further the identification of environmental stressors responsible for the overall low levels of gene
transcripts observed in WPWS in 2010 and 2012.
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